Bluewater
Lagoon

Bluewater Lagoon
Cafe

Bluewater Lagoon Cafe is situated near the
children’s water play area and provides a relaxing
atmosphere and a variety of snacks, drinks and ice
creams.
Operating hours are similar to the Lagoon’s
opening hours.
Covered seating is available while you watch the
kids enjoy the water play feature. Free electric
barbecue facilities are also located within the
precinct - perfect for a family barbecue lunch.
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Free fun
for everyone!

A 1.8 metre fence surrounds the facility to provide
a secure, safe environment. The contemporary yet
relaxed design of the buildings capture the region’s
tropical beauty and the pool shade structures
provide a protected year-round sun-safe swimming
environment.

The Bluewater Lagoon is adjacent to Mackay’s
largest retail shopping centre Caneland Central.
It is within walking distance from the City Centre
and easily accessible from local motels.
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Along with 24-hour surveillance and regular security
patrols, these opening hours provide flexibility and
peace of mind for recreational users of the Lagoon.
*Bluewater Lagoon closes for essential maintenance when necessary
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May to August
> 9am to 4.45pm - Monday to Sunday
September to April
> 9am to 5.45pm - Monday to Sunday
Including Queensland school/public holidays.
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Lifeguards patrol the Bluewater Lagoon seven days
a week and the facility is open year round*:

To Townsville
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Lifeguard hours
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A spectacular waterfall connects the two main
lagoon areas, which vary in depth of up to 1.8
metres. Popular features are a 19.5 metre water
slide from the top lagoon to the middle lagoon
and an interactive children’s water playground,
drop-bucket and wading pool.

Visiting the Lagoon
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Covering an area equivalent to three 50 metre
swimming pools, the Bluewater Lagoon provides a
safe year-round stinger-free environment.

The Lagoon provides disabled and elderly access
with handrails and suitable water levels.
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Comprising three tiered lagoons, the Bluewater
Lagoon is a FREE family-friendly leisure facility
overlooking the picturesque Pioneer River in
the heart of Mackay’s City Centre.

The facility was jointly funded by the Australian
Government, Queensland Government and
Mackay Regional Council.

